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Tube – Black

Tag –  UTC Mirage

Rib – Silver Wire

Body – FF Midnight Star dubbing

Wing – Sunburst Polar Bear

             Sunburst Tanuki

Hackle – Sunburst cock

                Orange Schlappen

Eyes – Jungle Cock

Head – FF Hybrid cone 6 mm Red

SUPREME SUNBURST

Prepare a Black Tube leaving 10mm of the inner tube poking out the

front. Secure the tube in the adapter. Tie in the thread on the outer tube

and take down to the tail. Tie in a length of UTC Mirage tinsel and wind

the thread forwards 4mm. Coat this rear body with superglue and then

wind the Mirage up to the thread forming the tag, tie in and trim off. For

extra security you can give the tag a coat of nail varnish.

Tie in a length of Silver wire tightly and trim the waste.

Dub the thread with FutureFly Midnight Star dubbing and wind the

thread up to the head of the outer tube forming the body. Rib with the

Wire, tie in and trim off the waste. Use your Velcro brush to tease out

the body fibres.

Take the thread onto the inner tube and form a bed of thread. Tie in a

small bunch of Sunburst Polar Bear, about the same length as the tube.

Bind down tightly and trim the waste.

Tie in a bunch of Sunburst Tanuki to reach the end of the hook. Spread

the Tanuki with your thumb nail to produce a tear drop shape. Bind in

tightly and trim the waste.

Tie in an Sunburst cock hackle by the tip, double it and wind 3 turns and

tie in. Tie in an Orange Schlappen hackle by the tip, double it and wind

3 turns and tie in. Prepare and tie in a pair of Jungle Cock eyes, fold

back the waste stalks and bind in tightly. Trim off the waste.

Form a small head and whip finish. Fix the cone in place by cutting the

tubing to 2mm and then flame over the end.




